...all you have to do is create your wine.

perdomini-ioc.com

Perdomini-IOC S.p.A.
Via Salvo D’Acquisto, 2 – 37036
San Martino B.A. (VR) Italy
Tel. +39 045 8788611 r.a.
info@perdomini-ioc.com
www.perdomini-ioc.com

Revélons votre différence

HIGHLIGHTING YOUR
DIFFERENCE
At Perdomini-IOC, our mission as a
partner is to be focused on attaining
the goals of every winery within a
framework of respect for the local
land and traditions.
Perdomini-IOC provides technical
consultancy services and a complete
range of highly innovative products
designed to help you reach your most
ambitious winemaking objectives,
without forgetting the wellbeing
of both end consumers and the
environment.
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state-of-art
About us

Our know-how
at the service
of winemakers

Perdomini-IOC
• produces and sells a wide range of
winemaking additives and aids
• produces a complete range of
detergents and sanitizers for
wineries
• sells filtration systems and
components
• provides customers with
support in choosing products
and establishing the optimum
protocols for using them
• analyzes wines throughout the
winemaking process (at its own
laboratories) and suggests the
most suitable products and
applications for achieving certain
winemaking goals
• continually researches new
products and applications

Thanks to the experience and
vision of 13 specialist laboratories
working for Perdomini-IOC and
the whole IOC group, the book
of winemaking is rewritten and
improved on a daily basis.
The most demanding technicians
and winemakers know that in
order to get superior-quality
wine, scientific understanding and
quality products are two elements
that must always be guaranteed.
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Making our competences and
experiences available to winemakers
is the objective we focus on in our
customer support, which goes from
harvesting to bottling.

dialogue

From our discussions with
customers, new needs, difficulties
and challenges emerge almost
every day: they need to increase
productivity and stability,
preserve traditional local
features, prevent faults caused by
sub-optimal harvests and improve
quality and longevity.

The history and culture of wine in
Italy and the centuries-old tradition
of French champagne merge to
create something greater than the
sum of its parts.
The result is excellence and
completeness in our production and
in customers’ experiences of our
winemaking products and services.
The IOC group has branches in
Italy, France and Spain, but operates
around the world.
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We’re stronger
together
10		Oenological

analysis
laboratories

2		Research &
3

Branches

excellence

Development
laboratories

Perdomini-IOC S.P.A., situated
near Verona, Italy, is part of the
Institut Oenologique De Champagne,
established in 1890 in the heart of
the Champagne region and now
a leader in the production and
sale of products and services for
winemaking in Italy and around the
world.

1		Laboratory specialising
in must and wine
filtration

2		Production
facilities

improvement
Our ongoing research into new
products to help improve the quality
of wines, reduce their environmental
impact and limit the use of chemicals
in order to safeguard the health
of end consumers is the principal
mission of the IOC group. Our two
research centres – one in France and
one in Italy – interface on a continual
basis in order to identify the best
materials and formulate products
with strong technical and scientific
foundations.
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Research & Development
laboratories

Technical support
and oenological
analysis laboratories
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1

9 rue du Commerce
51350 CORMONTREUIL
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Tél : 03 26 82 33 00 - Fax : 03 26 82 55 90
Mail : labo-cormontreuil@ioc.eu.com
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IOC
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ZI de Mardeuil - BP 25
51201 EPERNAY Cedex
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Tél : 03 26 51 96 00 - Fax : 03 26 51 02 20
Mail : labo-epernay@ioc.eu.com
Acceditation N°1-5013
Portée disponible
sur www.cofrac.fr
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Faubourg de Champagne
10110 BAR-SUR-SEINE

R&D
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9
Route de Lichères
89800 CHABLIS

Tél : 06 81 05 89 03 - Fax : 03 86 18 91 45
Mail : flouis@ioc.eu.com

Acceditation N°1-5010
Portée disponible
sur www.cofrac.fr

Château Husson - Chemin des Saintes Vierges
84350 COURTHEZON
Tél : 04 90 83 09 16 - Fax : 04 90 83 33 31
Mail : avignon@ioc.eu.com
Acceditation N°1-5012
Portée disponible
sur www.cofrac.fr

25, route de Carcassonne
11300 LIMOUX
25, route de Carcassonne
11300 LIMOUX
Acceditation N°1-5012
Portée disponible
sur www.cofrac.fr
Acceditation N°1-5012
Portée disponible
sur www.cofrac.fr

Tél : 03 25 29 90 22 - Fax : 03 25 29 73 25
Mail : labobar@ioc.eu.com
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Tél : 03 85 45 08 70 - Fax : 03 85 45 08 53
Mail : labo-mellecey@ioc.eu.com
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experience
Acceditation N°1-5009
Portée disponible
sur www.cofrac.fr

4 Bis, Rond Point de Marloux Côte Chalonnaise
71640 MELLECEY

Perdomini-IOC

SpA

Via Salvo D’Acquisto, 2
37036 San Martino B.A. Verona
Tel : +39 045 8788611 r.a.
Mail : info@perdomini-ioc.com

R&D

10 Enotecnia-IOC

Thanks to the support of 10
oenological analysis laboratories
spread around Italy, France and
Spain (in strategic locations for wine
production) and a staff of expert
oenologists, the IOC group is able
to provide a technical support and
advisory service at each stage of the
winemaking process, recommending
products, protocols and services for
each specific need.
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7 rue Aristide Briand
21700 NUITS-SAINT-GEORGES

Tél : 03 80 61 02 09 - Fax : 03 80 61 36 28
Mail : labo-nuits@ioc.eu.com
Acceditation N°1-5011
Portée disponible
sur www.cofrac.fr

Calle Industrias, 24
45700 Consuegra Toledo
Telf : +34 925 481 081
Mail : enotecnia@enotecnia.com

Laboratories and
oenological advisory services
winemaking
products
Oenological
services

t
R&D Research & Developmen

Perdomini-IOC and IOC can
count on a team of experts highly
qualified to study the sensory
impact of winemaking products on
each individual wine. This allows
us to propose the most suitable
combination and dosage to each
customer so that the quality of the
wine is enhanced and the intrinsic
characteristics of the terroir remain
intact.

sensory
impact

Perdomini-IOC and IOC provide
winemakers with samples of our
products so that they can test
them directly in the bottle or in
the glass and see for themselves
how the sensory profile of the wine
undergoes an immediate change.
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Sensory
analysis
laboratory

The Perdomini-IOC
laboratories
in Italy
1		Oenological analysis
1		Research & Development
laboratory

1		Laboratory specialising
in must and wine filtration

• Oenological analyses (customer
service): this lab provides our
customers with a free chemical and
microbiological analysis service
throughout the whole winemaking
process and assists them with
selecting the optimal protocols for
achieving their objectives;

• Research & Development: this lab
handles research, experimentation
and technological innovation in
terms of products and packaging, as
well as enhancements to production
processes;

• Filtration: this lab specializes in
analyzing filtration components and
difficulties using them on the bottling
line. The lab provides a customer
support service to help customers
use these components correctly so
that they last longer and therefore
become more cost-effective.
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laboratory

customer
service

The production facility
and Quality Control
at Perdomini-IOC

The implementation of new
technologies has meant transitioning
from old manufacturing practices to
newer, more fluid, interconnected
process flows and production
systems with the capacity to get the
most out of the available resources,
as well as guaranteeing:

new oenolog
tecnolo
• greater flexibility, through
producing smaller batches;

• quicker transitions from
prototypes to production,
through the use of cutting-edge
technologies;

• increased productivity, through
reduced set-up times, errors and
production line downtime;
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• better quality and less wastage.

Each batch of raw materials coming
in and finished products going out
is put through thorough analytical
testing at our own chemical and
microbiological laboratories in
accordance with established testing
procedures in compliance with the
applicable legislation and process
parameters.

Perdomini-IOC is proud to have
a cutting-edge production facility
with fully refurbished spaces and
production systems at its branch
in San Martino Buon Albergo, just
outside the city of Verona.

Perdomini-IOC’s ongoing
commitment to quality and the
environment is demonstrated by
the many certifications we have
been awarded over the years.

Perdomini-IOC also holds the
CCPB certification, which allows
us to sell products for use in wines
certified as organic.

The Quality Policy adopted by
the company has the goal of
achieving internal and external
customer satisfaction, as well as
ongoing improvements to company
performance in terms of process
control and quality control regarding
base materials and finished products.
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Certifications

Perdomini-IOC has had its Quality
System certified in compliance
with the standards UNI EN ISO
9001 and UNI EN IS0 14001,
affirming its commitment to
minimizing environmental impact.
Perdomini-IOC also adheres to a
FOOD SAFETY MANAGEMENT
programme in compliance with the
standard ISO 22000 FSSC, which
was certified in 2018.

ongoing commitment
UNI EN ISO 9001 since 1997

ORGANIC product certification since 2012

UNI EN ISO 14001 since 2008

FSCC 22000 since 2018

Perdomini-IOC offers a complete
range of products for the various
stages of winemaking, including
yeasts, fermentation boosters,
protectors, stabilizers, clarifying
agents, enzymes, tannins and wood
alternatives.

complete range
All our products – formulated as a
result of targeted experimentation
programmes – are brought to the
winery with a defining philosophy.

Each product selected is further
tested both internally and at
reputable external laboratories or
organisations in order to guarantee
reliability, compliance with legislation
and the safety of end consumers.

Thanks to our painstaking care over
selecting materials, how we process
them using production processes
which adhere to detailed protocols,
our scrupulous respect for hygiene
and our care for the environment,
Perdomini-IOC brings truly topquality products to your winery.
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Winemaking
products

Must and
wine filtration

Hygiene

Filtersystems

The advisory services provided
by our expert staff, the range of
products specially designed to
regenerate filtration membranes
and the highly qualified support of a
laboratory specializing in filtration
allow us to guarantee performance
and savings.
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Perdomini-IOC sells a complete
range of filtration components and
Seitz filter sheets.

Perdomini-IOC also sells a wide
range of its own specially formulated
alkaline, acidic, neutral and sanitizing
products suitable for cleaning
operations in the wine and food
sectors.

Our cleaning-product customers
can rely on our customized support
and advisory service, which includes
identification of the most suitable
products, advice on how to utilize
them, staff training and the drafting
of Sanitization Plans for individual
needs.

advisoryserv

Perdomini-IOC
sales network
The Perdomini-IOC sales
network not only “covers” the
whole of Italy (thanks to the
support of oenologist agents
with a huge wealth of experience
and skill), but also operates
around the world, thanks to a
number of distributors who all
employ highly qualified technical
and sales staff.

OUR STAFF

Perdomini-IOC operates in the
following European and overseas
countries: Slovenia, Serbia,
Moldova, Russia, Hungary,
Greece, Portugal, Spain, France,
Austria, Germany, South
Africa, United States, Brazil,
Australia, China, Japan, India,
New Zealand, Canada, Mexico,
Argentina, Chile, Turkey, Israel,
England, North Africa.

ABROAD – Oenological sector

ITALY – Oenological sector

Davide Berti
Export manager Tannins product specialist
+39 3356656932
dberti@perdomini-ioc.com

Mirko Soave
Sales Manager
+39 3406270663
misoave@perdomini-ioc.com

Maya Maslek
Technical support
+38 5989445147

Niccolò Veronesi
Technical support
+39 3294730676
nveronesi@perdomini-ioc.com

Nicolae Ungurureanu
Technical support
+37 369353772

Valerio Frisenda
Area manager
+39 3351020229
vfrisenda@perdomini-ioc.com

Marcella Salandin
Filtration Manager
+39 3355836715
msalandin@perdomini-ioc.com

Mattia Ghedin
R&D oenological technician and applications
+39 3356895920
mghedin@perdomini-ioc.com

Mirco Costalunga
Food and Beverage – Sales Manager
+39 3355219067
mcostalunga@perdomini-ioc.com
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Thanks to a network of expert
oenologists located in every
region of Italy, Perdomini-IOC
can provide customized support
to each winery. As we build
up relationships of trust with
our partners over time, we can
maximize results and create
“made-to-measure” protocols.

Perdomini-IOC
sales network
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